Charge neutralization process of mobile species at any distance from the electrode/solution interface. 1. Theory and simulation of concentration and concentration gradients developed during potentiostatic conditions.
The theoretical framework of a general model for the simulation of concentration profiles of electroactive and nonelectroactive species, driven by an electrochemical process under potentiostatic conditions, is presented. Based on this analysis, finite differences simulations are performed to calculate the actual profiles under different experimental conditions. Furthermore, the effect of experimental parameters (diffusion coefficients of the ions of the redox couple or the supporting electrolyte, charge of the different species, etc.) on the concentration profiles is also examined. The results obtained when low and high concentrations of supporting electrolyte are compared aid understanding of the effect of the electrolyte on the measurements. The presented model also underlines the role of supporting electrolyte species when nonspecific techniques are employed to measure the concentration changes produced by electroactive species. On the other hand, if a highly specific technique were used to detect changes in the concentration or concentration gradient of a given species, then it would be possible to estimate the respective profiles of the other species. The simulations suggest that techniques measuring concentration gradients are more sensitive to determining concentration changes than those involving a measurable linearly related to concentration.